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ABSTRACT 

Recen/11•. !/:(' app/i,'alion ojihe com·f?ntionalm!e bas('d e.rp('l'f .system/or disease risk derermination in nwdi
cul domuins has inueosed Hml'f?Vet~ u mojor !imirurion lu rile c:ft:Zc!i1·enc:ss o!'rhe rule based expert S\·Siem 

approach is the sharp boundarv proNem thar lends to underesrimarion or overestirnarion o(boundarv cases, 
r<;hich ulrimuteh· u[li?cts the accurcny of their n'commendation !nrhis pupe1; 1111 i".IJNrl drir·en uppmoclt is 
1/St'd to invl!sligote the viuiJi!itJ· u/ aluz::_r· l'XJNrl S\'S!em in the determinu!iun o/ risk uS.\'IJCiute,/ 1rith CUi'OIIWT 

he uri diseose with regards 10 the sharp buundan· problem in r/1/c bused e.rpar Sl'S!cm. 

Kt>\'\IUrds. 
Comiii!IT Heart /)iseose. /)iseuse Nisk Oeterminuri,n. Fu::::r /,ogle. (jllw1rituri1•e F3inwv 
l'arti!ion, Nu!e Hosed lc:rpeo .'l\sre.rn 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of human expert knowledge in form of 
rules to so I ve real-world problems that normally 
would require human intelligence, known as rule 
based expert system, has played an important 
role in modern intellrgent systems CHarleen & 
Siri, 2006). Hov-·ever, a major limitation to the 
effectiveness of this class of expert systems 
is the sharp boundary problem (SBP) which 
leads to underestimation or overestimation of 
boundary cases as a result of thL' CJLtantitative 
attribuk~ partitioning qrategy: which conse-
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quentJy affects the accuracy of the expert system 
(Verlinde, Cook. & BoLite. 2006) 

Jn the medical domain, the use of rule based 
expert system has increased greatly because of 
the scare ity of human experts in the domain 
and the availability of fast growing databases 
which could be used to model inferences and 
discover patterns in form of rules. In real live 
application. medical databases contain different 
kinds of attributes such as binary and quantita
tive attributes (Delgado. J'v1arin. Sanchez. & 
Vila, 200 I). Binary takes values from 0 or· I: 
for instance. a patients smoking status could 
be ·yes· or 'no·. Quantitative attributes that 
are categorical. numerical. or non-fractional in 
nature. take values from an ordered numerical 
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scale, often a subset of the real number (Kuok, 
Fu. & Wong. 1998 ). Quantitative attributes 
are very common in medical databases. For 
example heart disease patients can take age 
values bet\veen 20-79years. result horn labora
tory test for systoJ ic blood pressure level could 
take values within < 120 to >= l60mmillg, 
cholesterol measures could be within the range 
of < 160 to >= 280mgidL. 

model vague concepts such as young ilncl high 
by crisp intervals. For why would a person be 
considered as young while he is younger than 
40, and on his 40th birthday suddenly loses this 
status'7 In the real sense. the transition between 
being youngAge and middleAge is not abrupt 
but gradual (Verlinde. Cook, & Boute. 2006). 
ln fuzzy set theory. an element can belong to 
neighbouring sets each with set membership 
value in [0, J J depending on the type ofmember
ship function used. This value is assigned by 
each membership function associated with each 
fuzzy ser. For attribute age and its domain D""'. 
the mapping of the membership function is p.'"' 
(x) D,,ge -+[0, I]. FUZZ)' set is said to provide ·a 
smooth change between the boundaries (Kuok. 
Fu, & Wong. 1998) This is a very good argu
ment for modeling vague concepts by fuzzy sets 
instead of crisp sets. as many researchers have 
already used this for the introduction offuzzy 
logic to rule discovery (Cock. De Cornelis. & 
Kerre. 2003: Delgado, Marin, Sanchez, & Vila. 
2003; Gyenesei, 200 I). In Verlinde, Cook, and 
Boute (2006) an argument was actually raised 
against this in favour ofbinary partition strategy 
in association rule mining process. The argu
ment was experimentally investigated using 
data driven approach However, this argument 
could not be generalised since expert driven 
approach is yet to be considered ( Verlinde. 
Cook, & Boute. 2006). 

In building an expert system, quantitative 
attributes need to be partitioned into ranges be
cause of the very wide range of values defining 
their domain. There are several approaches to 
partitioning quantitative attributes as discussed 
in literature (Han & Kamber, 200 l ). The par
titioning process is referred to as binning. that 
is an interval is considered as a ''bin'·. The 
common binning strategies are: l) Equiw idth 
binning, where the interval size of each bin is 
the same; 2) Equidepth binning. where each bin 
has approximately the same number of tuples 
assigned to it; and 3) Homogeneity-based bin
ning. where bin size is determined so that the 
tuples in each bin are uniformly distributed. 
Also, there is the Distance based paiiitioning 
strategy, which seems most intuitive since it 
groups quantitative values that are closed to
getherwithin the same interval (llan & Kamber. 
2001) All of these partitioning strategies are 
subject to sharp boundary problem bec21use of 
the classical set theory (Kuok, Fu. & Wong. 
1998). However, to prevent this problem. in 
(Navruz & Serhat, 2007) fuzzy logic concept 
was introduced into a rule based expert system 
to determine coronary heart disease risk. The 
design gives the user the risk ratio and most of 
the experimented test data risk ratio from the 
fuzzy approach was reported to give relatively 
the same percentage risk as Adult Treatment 
Panel III (ATP III) calculation. which reflect 
the extent to which fuzzy concept was able 
prevent sharp boundary problem. ln our work 
a comparative study was undergone to inves
tigate the effect of SBP on quantitative binary 
paiiition strategy and fuzzy partition strategy 
in building a rule base expert system. 

The starting point for fuzzy set theory 
(Zadeh, 1965) is that it is against intuition to 

ln this paper. Subject l'vlatter Experts 
(SME). that is. medical doctors· knowledge 
(Ajith. 2005) is used as against the data driven 
approach used in (Verlinde, Cook, & Boute, 
2006) to experimentally investigilte the impact 
ofSBP on rule based expert system to see if the 
introduction of fuzzy logic concept can have a 
significant impact on the accuracy of the rule 
bClsed expert systems as introduced in (Navn1z 
& Serhat, 2007 ). This investigntion is concluded 
with a comparative analysis of quantitative 
binary partitioning expert system and fuzzy 
membership function panitions expert system 
\Vith expert driven approach. This is applied to 
coronary hean disease (CHD) risk determina
tion expert system based on Fram ing:ham risk 
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point scoring (Department ofHealth ilnd Human 
Services. 200 I; Bilyliss, 2001) 

and x a generic element of X. then a fuzzy set 
A in.\" is defined by function P/x) cJJ!ed the 
membership function of set A. The rest of this paper is orgilnized ils tal

lows. In section 2. we review rule based expert 
system ilnd Coronary heart disease ilS relilted 
to the Frilmingham risk scoring. Experimental 
results t!·om our investigiltion ilre given in 
section 3, followed by conclusion in section .5. 

,u)x): X .. , {0. 1}. 

where ;.t;Cx) ··•··· I 1/t is totullr in A, 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Rule Based Expert System 

Conventional rule-based expert systems use 
human expert knowledge to solve real-world 
problems that normally would require human 
intelligence (Ajith, 2005). Expert knowledge 
is often represented in the form of mles or as 
data within the computer. Depending upon the 
problem requirements. these rules and data 
can be recalled to solve problems. Rule based 
expert systems have played an important role 
in modern intcll igent systems and their appl ica
tions in strategic goal setting. planning. design. 
scheduling. fault monitoring. diagnosis and 
risk determination in medical domain and so 
on (Ajith. 2005). In generating the rule-base. 
several approaches have been introduced in 
literature (Department of l1ealth and Hurnan 
Services. 200 I ). The standard structure of a 
rule-base is such that g iven M dimensions where 
each dimension is partitioned into N subspaces. 
there exists up to NM rules in the expert system 
(My & Vrana. 1006). 

2.2 Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy logic is the theory offuzzy sets. sets that 
calibrate vagueness. It is a set of mathematical 
principles for knowledge representation based 
on degrees of membership. Unlike !\No-values 
boolean logic, fuzzy logic is il multi-valued 
logic. tllilt nJlows intermediJte Villues to be 
defined betl·veen conventional evaluations like 
true/filJse. yes/no, high/low. 1/0 etc. A fuzzy 
set is any set that JJJows its members to have 
different grades of membership in the interval 
[0,<1]. For instance.letXbe a collection of objects 

;t)x) = 0 i{x is 1101 in .4: 
0 < ,u)x) < I (/1· is part(v in A. 

To calibratt' tht• membership value for 
every element of a fi.1zzy set, there are diiTerent 
membership functions , among which are Tri
angular MF (trim!}. Trapezoidal MF (trapmt}. 
Gaussian MF (gaussmfJ, Generalized Bell MF 
(gbellmf} etc. According to Zadeh. the nearer 
the value of,u/x) to unity. the higher the grade 
ofmem bersh ip function ofx in A (Zadeh, I 965 ). 
For example, using trapmf with the model in 
equation one (I) belovv, every element within 
10 :S x :5: fi{) step 10 rage ~A' ill be defined based 
on their membership values as: 

tl 'dil I Cr ) = r 10/0.0. 20/0.0. 30/0.5, 111/. l .. f'.'i_qf" 

.f(}/ f , 50:'1 0. 6010 0/ 

(.1.'- 20) 
--- 20 :'C I :S .'JO 

20 
f.i.middlcA (/C (;:) = 1 40 ::; :r :S 00 

10 

(60- :r) 
50 ::; :r ::; 60 

( J) 

2.3 CHD Risk Assessment 

According to the Framingham CH D risks scor
ing the determinant factors for CHD risk are: 
age, total cholesterol, HDLcholesterol. systolic 
blood press11re. trentment fo1· hypertension, and 
cigarette smoking. To detenn in ing I 0-years risk 
the first step is to calculate the numberofpoints 
for each risk factor. The total risk point sums the 
point for each determinant factor. The I 0-years 
risk for myocardial infarction and coronary 
death is estimilted from total points. and the 
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person is categorized according to absolute 
I 0-years risk as indicated by Framingham risk 
assessment report (Department of Health and 
Human Services, 200 I: Bayliss, 2001; Navruz 
& SerhaL 2007). 

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

A. Data Sets 

We conducted an experiment with 20 non
smoking men to determine their CH D risk ac
cording to the Frarningharn point score and to 
see the effect of SBP on their risk ratio. Using 
the standard structure of constructing a rule 
base such that given M dirnensions where each 
dimension is partitioned into N subspaces. there 
exists up to N"'1 rules in an expert system rule 
base (Phayung. 200 I). Forth is experiment we 
have 108 rules for the CHD risk determination 
expert system based on the number of input 
factors and the dimensions. Part of the devel
oped rules is shown with Matlab rule interface 
in Figure 1. Table I shovvs the test data and 
the risk ratio for both binary (crisp) and fuzzy 
partitions. The graphical representation of the 
result is shown in Figure 4. 

In order to analyse the impact of sharp 
boundary problem on CH D ri sk detenn ination 
expert system. we need a comparison of crisp 

Figur.: I. The Fu::::y rules 

ancl fuzzy partitioning of input and output 
quantitative attributes . For this experiment<~! 
purpose, we assume that the determinant factors 
for CHD I 0 years risk are age, cholesteroL high 
density lipoprotein (HDL) and systolic blood 
pressure. The four factors are quantitative at
tributes and they serve as the input for the rule 
construction. The output risk is also a quantita
tive attribute according to the medical expert 
used in the experiment and previous work from 
literature (Bayliss, 200 I: Navruz & Serhat, 
2007). 

B. Quantitative Binary 
Expert System (QBES) 

Quantitative Binary E~xpert Syskm is developed 
using the bin<~ry partitioning st rategy, whereby 
an element either belongs or not. For the input 
variables, we used equidepth partitioning meth
od: this is because, for any specified number of 
intervals, equ idepth partitioning 111 inim izes the 
partial completeness level (Kuok, Fu, & Wong, 
1998) And for the output variable, we used 
distance based partitioning strategy because 
it seems most intuitive .. since it groups values 
that are close together within the same interval 
(Depa11ment of Health and Human Services, 
200 I) (Figure 2 ). 
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Table 1. ATPJ/1. FES and QBES CHD% risk ,·a!ue according to 2 ·· riskfoctor CHDfi;r non
smoking men 

Pati(•nt 
. \g~ Cholrq~rol HDL Rlou<l ,\TP 

no Pre,~un· Ill 

I 30 IRO 37 I 160 II 

2 35 1\JO 45 145 () 

3 48 260 
I 12(1 8 _,_, 

4 ~~ 301) 67 IIU g 

5 65 :250 54 170 IX 

6 75 :2'10 25 1}5 .)(J 

7 30 IC'U 4li lfiO li 

X 4lJ .lltl 
., 141) X I 
_,_, 

; 
I 

Q )~ 31HI I 26 I 2flll 3U 

10 60 2~0 39 I ill II 

II 70 :210 -1' I 130 111 

12 )f) i :24(1 I '>(J I I 'II II 

13 35 I 180 
-I 

(l) i j(,IJ II 

14 45 30(1 47 i 
J~) ') ! 

15 55 I 100 I 4'! I 1611 16 

16 n' I 250 .JI I I ·111 IS 

17 70 2r,l) 3S I l'l\1 30 

IX 44 I i 21fJ 37 I ISO ' I 

19 -- ! )) I I ~II 3(1 I 200 II 

20 66 150 26 200 28 

For age, we have thre-: partitions of young. 
middle and old. For cholestero l. we also have 
three partitions of' Low, No rmal and High. IIDL 
is partitioned into three I ingu istic term s of Low. 
Middle and High. The Blood pressure is parti
tioned into four lingui stic terms: Low. Middle. 
High , VeryHigh . Lastly for the output lingui s
tic variable. CH D ri ~ k, we have 5 linguistic 
term s of Very Low. Lo~o~, !VI iddle. II igh, Very
High. The partition ranges and the !Vlat lab 
representations are shown in Figure 3, Figure 
4, Figure 5, Figure 6. and Figure 7. 

A rP Ill ff.S CIHI QBES 

rr.s QBES 
CliO risk ri~l, Lin- om risk 

Linguistk gui~tic l .inguistic 

'alu(· value 'aim• 

122 I <l3 Vef) Low Vcrv Lcm Vel'\ Lo11 

' (,X \l61 Yervl.''". l.ow i.Cl\1 

II 2 ()_(13 J.cn1 Luw l .o11 

9 6X I.J 6.1 Lm1 Ll>W I.0\1 

ISI.J <) A.1 \'Iiddle rvlit.ldlc Lo11 

31.8 32 5 Ver' ll1gh Vcr) ll1gh Yen ll1gh 

1.22 I liJ Vcr~ Lcl\1 Yen Lo" Vt:r' Lcl\1 

14.7 ! li.') Vcr~ I nw M1ddk tvl1ddlt 

2~ () 26 '-) Vcr: 11Jgil ll;gh lltgit 

II 3 l) 63 Lcm L'"~' Lo11 

14 7 1\14 \Iiddle :VIiddk \l1ddk 

I ~2 I <1\ Vcnl .d\\ \\.'rYl n\\ v~n l .ll\1 

5 52 J lJJ Vcn L''" L{l\1 Vcr' Lu\1 

1·17 1<l .j L\n\· M1ddk ~v!J<Jdle 

]7 3 l<l .j \ 11ddlc M1ddk \I 1ddlc 

1:' I {_I 63 \liddk rv1;ddk l.ll\\ 

26 7 3~.; Vef\ I I 1gh lllgh •\·IH\dk 

7 ') 6.1 1.011 J.P\\ I .o\1 

17 -~ l<iq \·Iiddle \Iiddle \1iddk 

~·'15 ill 4 ll1gh lligh iii Jddle 

In th~· experim ent. we built quantitative 
binar: e\pert system rQBES l bas..:d on binary 
partitioning strategy (either belong or not). 
!Vlatlab fuzzy Tool box was used to simulate 
the expert system and the result is shown in 
Table I. The Max-min operator of the Tvlan
dani l'uzzy inference engine and centroid 
method for dcfuai lie at ion process were used 
(Ajith. 200.5 ). For e.xarnpk for a non -smoking 
man ol' age 30. with Cholesterol 180 mg/dl. 
IIDL-C ~7mg. dl. and bloodpressure 160mm 
Hg. only rule 18 was lired and the calculated 
CliO risk is 9.63 as shov1·n in Figure 8. 
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Figure 2. Input and Output variable portitioning (a) for Age. (b) Cholesterol. (c) HDL-C, (d) 

Blood pressure (e! CHD% risk 

CHD Linguistics 
Risk term 

<0-4 Very low 
1---c:-::-::-::-i'-c:-------1 i--<-16-0--1-9-9-il'--'~:::::__:_';::__---1_ I HDL ! Lin:~~i~ncs ~~-~~;~:ur~-~~~".~:~~bc~-
i----i---''------1 . 200-279, Normal I ~-~i~~f~iddi-~----1---12~-~~~~:dl;--· f----::----,---i------1 5-14 Low 

15-24 Middle L=!._CJ_j_~ ___ ; : ____ >_=~§9Lf1i~h__ ! I >=60 I High ll-i4o-:J:59-~- f----::-,------i--------1 

(a) 
1 

lbl (c) J >=160 l VeryHigh 

Figure 3. Binon· partition for oge 

Figure ~- Bin on: part if ion chol es/ ero! 

C. Fuzzy Expert System (FES) 

The fuzzy pa~iitioning allows for overlapping 
of element V>(ithin the neighboring linguistic 
terms which in turn prevents over estimation 

25-29 High 
(d) >= 30 Very High 

(e) 

of boundary values (Ver!indt:. Cook, & Boute, 
20061 For input linguistic variables age, cho
lesterol. HDC. blood pressure and output pa
rameter CHD risk u;;,_ the fuzzy partitions are 
detcrm ined based on I iterature (Navruz & 
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Ftgllre 5. Binwy parlilionfor HDL-C 

}--------------,;r------, r--------------

Fif?;ure 6. Binaryponitionjor blood pressure 

_j ________ , ___ ------------------...... ________________ _ 
Figure? Binmy f!OI'Iiliunf(;r% CHD risk 

r- ····················· ··· 1 r ····································· ···· -- .... 
! 

:I 
II 
; j 

'I ij 
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Figure 8. QBES CHD riskj(Jr the vo/ue Age=48.Cho/eslero! = 160. HDL-C=33, Bloudpressure 
= /20 -..vith CHD risk%= 9.63 
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Serhat, 2007) and the expert doctor The trap
ezoidal membership function is used for fuzzy 
partitioning. For instance. age as an input is 
pa11itioned to youngAge. m iddkAge and old
Age as the I inguistic values such that V:z: E Age. 
the fuzzy membership models are: 

~\wunyA yc (.r) = !40 ~ 1 

20 
:r :::: 20:::: 4()] (2) 

20 :::: .I 

For otherdeterm in ant factors the I inguistic 
expressions are determined and their member
ship functions are 1·epresented with Matlab 
as shown in Figure 9, Figure I 0, Figure II. 
Figure 12 and Figure 13. The Max-m in opera
tor of the Mandani fuzzy inference engine and 
centroid method for defuzzification process 
was used. For example, a non -smoking man 
of age 30. with Cholesterol 180 mgJdL, HDL
C 4 7 mg/dL. blood pressure 160mm/Hg, ru le 
7.8.10 , 11,18,19,22 and 23 were fired and 
the calculated CHD risk is 11.2 as shown in 
Figure 13. 

D. Comparing the Risk Ratio 

From Table I, it is observed that Fuzzy Expert 
System (FESl risk value varies as Adult Treat
ment Panel I If ( ATP Ill) risk based on the input 
variables, while Quantitative Binary Expert Sys
tem (QBESJ categorises difTerent patients with 
different input values under the same risk . For 
instance, in considering pat ienls -1. 5. I 0. 16 and 
18 from Tabie l.The ATP Ill gives 8,18, II, 18 
and 5 risk ratios, FES gives 9.68, 18.9, 11.3, 
15.4, and 7 risk ratios respectively and QBES. 
gives 9.63 tor all the patients. Categorically, this 
shows the effect of sharp boundary problem on 
the quantitative binary partitions; in that case, 
the five pati ents must have experienced either 
underestimation or overestimation of va I ues as 
a result ofthc binary partitions. 

From Table I. Fuzzy Expert Sy·stern (FES) 
risk ratios are considered 80% closer to Adult 
Treatment panel lll(i\TP Ill) as compared to 
Quantitative Binary Lxpert System (QBES). 
Also noticed. from Figure 7 and Figure l't, 
QBES fired only one rule to determine the 
OUtput for the C.'\alllpk cited because OJ' the 
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Fig11re 9. The memhershipfimctionfur oge 

Fig11re /0. The memhershipfunuiunji;r cholesterol 
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Figure 12. The membership jimc'f ion for blood pressure 
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binary partitioning process used. While FES. 
tired eight rule. This infers high percentage of 
closeness of FES and ATPill outputs. 

In order to get <1 better feel of the Clctual 
differences, Table 1 lists the 20 CHD patient 
records with ATP Ill I 0 yeClrs risk according to 
Framingham repoti in Navruz and Serhat (2007) 
on 2+ risk factor for non-smoking men, FES 
risk values and QBES risk values. The cha1i 
for graphical overview is shown in Figure 15. 

In Figure 16.lingLiistic Villues for CHD% 
risk: VeryLovv, Low. Middle. High ilncl Very
High ilre represented with I. 2 . .3. 4. and 5. 
respectively. The graph shows that in m<1ny 
instances the risk rCltios fall under the same 

linguistic value, but because of the dom<1in 
under considerCltion, accuracy is paramount and 
essential. Therefore. the actual risk rCltio is 
considered more important. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Fuzzy set theory is involved in expert systems 
for reasons which include suppression of un
wanted problem that boundary element might 
cause (Verl111de. Cook. & Boute. 2006) This 
reason is convincingly proved vvhcn consid
ering the risk outputs shown in Table I. 'fhe 
differences between Fuzzy Expert System and 

Figure 15. ATP//1, FES om/ QBES CH D% risk value diugromutic represen/utiun 
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Quantitative Binary Expert System risk ratios 
are significant because of the nature of medical 
domain, where lives are at stake. This is why 
a higher level of accuracy is required and the 
overestimation or underestimated of values due 
to the effect of Sharp Boundary Problem (SBP) 
cannot be tolerated. 

Also, the introduction of expert knowledge 
in the partitioning process and the rule-base 
generation bring into a clear view the differences 
in the quantitative binary pnrtitions and fuzzy 
membership partitions as against the opinion 
in Verlinde, Cook, and Boute (2006). These 
differences in turn affect the accuracy of a rule 
bnsed expert system. Based on our investigation, 
1ve believe that the introduction of fuzzy logic 
in building rule based expert system minimizes 
the etTect of S B P on boundary element. 

In this experiment we have restricted 
ourselves to the use of few partitions for the 
determinant factors. In future work. it might be 
interesting to see the effect ifthe input variables 
fuzzy set (number of partition) is increased. For 
example if age could be further partitioned into 
VeryOid to make four partitions. Also. an inves
tigation into enhancing the comprehensibility 
of FES through the use of interesting rules will 
be conducted. 
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